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Welcome
Since our launch in 1996, we have been measuring the impact we’ve made 
on the world. Every two years we have worked with independent auditors to 
chart our progress against set sustainability targets, to check our policies are 
still relevant and best practice, and to publicly share what we’ve learned.

In August 2015 we formally became a B Corp (Benefit Corporation), 
independently certified to meet rigorous standards of social and 
environmental performance, accountability and transparency. We feel 
that the B Corp movement plays to our pioneering spirit and gives us the 
opportunity to share our ‘Business to Society’ agenda more widely. We have 
confidence in the rigorous B Corp impact assessment process and will now 
treat this as our formal, independent assessment.  

Our next B Corp Impact Assessment will take place in 2017, with public 
access to results in September 2017. But there’s much to reflect on, celebrate 
and learn from the last year, and so we are producing this interim 2016 Social 
Change Report that outlines progress in 2015/16 and our intent for 2016/17. 

In an increasingly competitive marketplace, Forster did well to hold our own 
and deliver a modest profit in the year to 31 March 2016. Formed, owned 
and driven by our employees, we remain intensely curious about how the 
world works, instinctively collaborative, and collectively ambitious to ensure 
that our company continues to flourish and deliver measurable value for 
clients, stakeholders and society at large. 

Thank you to all who have invested directly or indirectly in our success and 
been equal partners in helping to create a better, fairer and more sustainable 
future for the communities we touch.
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Forster Communications 
1996-2016
We are Forster Communications, the leading social change 
PR agency

We believe PR is about reputation, conversation and activation. PR begins 
in the boardroom and sits at the heart of the brand. It helps to shape who 
an organisation is and the change they can achieve. It articulates purpose, 
strategy and behavior, and transforms it into content, creativity, delivery  
and outcomes. It creates visibility and dialogue, demonstrates commitment 
and ultimately helps to build trust. 

We use our PR skills and 20 years of specialist issues experience to connect 
organisations with people and communities to achieve social impact.   
We call this social change PR. 

Our purpose is to harness the power of communications to protect  
and improve lives.

Our purpose
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Our services

Our services help increase the positive social impact of businesses and 
not-for-profit organisations. We work with leaders who want to see 
positive change. We help our clients develop the strategy to turn their 
vision into reality, building the profile of their organisation to increase 
reach and engagement. We create campaigns and movements that  
inspire action to make a genuine difference.

Our work

Our work demonstrably helps companies and organisations create 
meaningful value for themselves, their stakeholders and wider society.
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Jilly Forster
Founder

People want positive
20 years in business gives you perspective. Despite what we may have read, seen or heard  
in our over-mediated world, this is not a time of war in the UK. The country is not falling  
apart, there are no food queues, riots or runs on the banks. Nor is it a revolution for anyone 
other than politicians and journalists, slipping and sliding in a self-induced storm of invective. 
For the vast majority of us, real life is different. As we go to work and live our daily lives, we 
hope for better times, but under much more difficult and uncertain circumstances. 

In our 21st century UK, where negativity reigns and world issues seem too big to change,  
we have a situation in which the good old English wartime mantra ‘Keep Calm and Carry On’ 
simply will not do. People are hungry for something positive. They want to see useful, reliable, 
trustworthy change for the long-term, free of the entanglements of political and media 
shenanigans. In other words, progress. 

For businesses and organisations of all sizes, this is a time for careful thought, purposeful 
leadership and strong teamwork. If we can’t unite as a country, let’s come together in 
achieving what lies in our grasp. There can be progress in small things. 

For Forster this desire for real change and progress reflects our sense of direction as a business. 
Being trustworthy and reliable yet pioneering is our approach. This flows through how we 
support and coach our teams, our focus on doing things well and communicating success 
simply and effectively. It’s not about being flashy. We believe we impress more people by 
being effective. 

Vision and optimism must replace cynicism among those who lead. Which organisations want 
to join us  and reinvigorate  the way they communicate their own positive social outcomes 
to show their impact on the wider world? Successful small things can become the big things 
that matter. Like 20 years of Forster, it all adds up. There are many ways to make it work and 
together, we can work it out. We can be positive. If we choose to. And that’s progress.

Jilly Forster, Founder
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20 Years: 
proof positive
We’ve been thinking positively and working with our clients to make real positive change for the last 20 years. Here are just a few of the 
clients we have worked with on projects which show that if businesses, governments, charities and people work together, we can make 
good things happen. You can find out more about these projects on our website or read about our top 5 over the next few pages.
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1
In 2003 we created Seeing is Believing for Standard Chartered and today,  
13 years on, it has played a prominent role in preventing millions of people  
from going blind. 

Seeing is Believing led to a groundbreaking partnership with SightSavers  
International that smashed their targets by 100%. 

To date, Seeing is Believing has raised a total of US$86.3 million and reached  
111 million people.
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2
We helped Age UK create their first ever integrated campaign aiming to raise  
the profile of the charity, newly-formed through the merger of Age Concern  
and Help the Aged.  

We created Spread the Warmth, which raised more than £800,000 in the first 
year and was instrumental in securing an additional £20 million of government 
investment in keeping older people warm. 

Spread the Warmth won the PR Week Best Integrated Campaign Award and is  
now used by Age UK as a model for all their campaigns.
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3
In 2010, Forster began working with Bike Week to help inspire new audiences  
to cycle, and current cyclists to do it more. 

We developed the overall brand identity and communications strategy, prior to 
creating materials and branding to accommodate the event’s corporate sponsor  
each year, as well as running a comprehensive PR campaign to increase awareness 
and drive participation. 

Over 6 years, we’ve helped turn Bike Week into one of the UK’s largest cycling  
events, increasing participation numbers by 100,000 year on year. Our on-going  
work with CycleScheme is continuing to encourage people to get on their bikes  
and enjoy the ride. 
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4
In 2008, Forster started work with the Marine Stewardship Council to develop  
and protect their brand and the MSC ecolabel.

Over time, the work progressed to ensure that almost 3,000 MSC Chain  
of Custody certificate holders in 34,500 sites now have products that come  
from a sustainable fishery. 

Consumers in 97 countries can now choose from more than 17,200 products  
bearing the MSC ecolabel.
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5
Since 2012 we’ve worked with Business in the Community transforming attitudes 
to mental health in the workplace. 

Collaborating with Mind, the Work Foundation, CIPD and a range of major businesses 
including National Grid and Proctor & Gamble, we’ve opened discussion about the 
need to build better wellbeing across organisations and have given business leaders the 
confidence, opportunity, information and support to speak out about mental health.

The approaches developed by the BITC Wellbeing at Work Leadership Team Businesses 
alone have positively affected more than half a million employees. 

In 2016 we worked with BITC and Public Health England to produce the most 
comprehensive employers guide to mental health. Launched at an event at the House 
of Commons, it was downloaded by more than 2,500 businesses in the first month. 
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20 years: the timeline
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20 Years:  
the timeline

1996

– Forster Communications launches
– Founding clients include The Body Shop, The Big Issue and Thorntons

Our World

The Body Shop: The Against Animal Testing campaign 
delivers four million signatures to the European Commission.  
In 1998, the campaign leads to a UK-wide ban on animal 
testing on cosmetic products & ingredients. In 2013 we 
celebrate a ban preventing the import and sale of animal 
tested products and ingredients in the European Union. 

Forster Response

– Bill Clinton re-elected
– Dunblane massacre
– New constitution for South Africa
– Welcome: Google, Dolly the Sheep, Mad Cow Disease

Forster Highlight
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1997

Our World

Mencap: People with disabilities are put at the 
centre of Mencap’s governance and strategy  
which makes it a more effective advocating force.

Ruby launches self-esteem campaign:
We devise and launch The Body Shop’s campaign 
to raise debate about body image and self-esteem 
in women. A fun idea carrying a serious message. 
Mattel not enthused.

Forster Response

– Handguns banned in UK
– Bill to establish Scottish Parliament
– Hong Kong returns to Chinese rule
– Welcome: the first flat screen TV, Harry Potter, Blair as PM
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1998

Our World

Make Your Mark: 50th Anniversary of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights is 
celebrated and The Body Shop and Amnesty 
International launch a global campaign 
to highlight the plight of human rights 
defenders around the world. Three million 
people sign the ‘Make Your Mark’ petition. 

Forster Response

– Serbs and ethnic Albanians battle in Kosovo
– Human Rights Act given royal assent
– 21% of 7-11 year olds in England are overweight
– Welcome: Viagra, the iMac, the Smart Car, Goodness Gracious Me

Forster also worked with:
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1999

Our World

Barnardo’s: A basic brand concept is 
translated into a strategic framework to  
help stakeholders understand Barnardo’s 
work – no easy task when 90% of the  
public misunderstood their current work  
and remembered them for their past. 

Forster Response

– US President Clinton orders air strikes on Iraq
– ‘Carnival Against Capitalism’: 4,000 demonstrate against Third World debt
– Minimum wage introduced at £3.60 an hour
– Macpherson Report finds Metropolitan police ‘institutionally racist’
– Welcome: The Euro, the Melissa virus

Forster also worked with:
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2000

– Forster named by PR Week as ‘one to watch’Forster Highlight

Our World

FCO: In partnership with Consumers’ Association 
and AEA Technology, we developed the Know 
Before You Go campaign on behalf of the Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office to encourage better preparation for each  
of the 51 million overseas trips the British public made each year. 

Mind Out For Mental Health: Forster shaped and delivered Mind 
Out For Mental Health, a 3-year, multi-stakeholder campaign for the 
Department of Health, bringing mental health out of the shadows  
and into the centre of health policy and public awareness.

Forster Response

– Boo.com collapses – and the dot-com bubble bursts
– Concorde crashes
– Damiola Taylor stabbed in Peckham
– Human Genome deciphered
–  Welcome: The London Eye, Tate Modern, Big Brother series,  

Vladamir Putin as Russia’s president
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2001

Our World

Department of Health: Behaviour  
change campaigns around breastfeeding, 
substance misuse and sexual health.

Forster Response

– 9/11
– Enron collapse with debts of £21.9bn
– America invades Afghanistan 
– Troops on standby as fuel protests continue 
– The Big Issue celebrates 10th birthday
– Welcome: George W Bush as US President; FTSE4Good, Pop Idol, Wikipedia, iPod

Forster also worked with:
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2002

Our World

Seeing is Believing: Created partnership for Sightsavers  
and Standard Chartered to restore sight to 1 million  

people. To date, $86.3 million raised and 111 million people reached.  

Barclays Bank: Strategy and delivery of a financial literacy initiative for 
Barclays Bank, which positioned them as a bank committed to improving 
the ability of disadvantaged young people to manage their money. 

Choose Positive Energy: The Body Shop and Greenpeace campaign for 
renewable energy. Over six million people signed our petition, delivered  
to the World Summit for Sustainable Development in Johannesburg.

– Bali bomb
– Exxon sues Greenpeace over E$$O satirical logo
– Woman granted ‘right to die’ by having treatment withdrawn
– 2nd Earth summit in Johannesburg
– Brazil win World Cup
– Welcome: iMac G4, Glastonbury’s £1million fence

Forster Response
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2003

Our World

British Museum: Helped translate exhibitions to commercially 
benefit their trading arm.

WRVS (Royal Voluntary Service): We shaped and delivered their new brand positioning, 
focusing on the importance of daily human contact to combat loneliness and isolation.

Department of Health: Our 5 year communications strategy for the Department  
of Health’s winter campaigns commenced, encouraging older people to keep warm  
and well and to get their flu jab – take-up of the jab increases by 100%.

Frank: Helped to launch Government’s integrated drugs information campaign 
targeting vulnerable young people and parents. Our groundbreaking street marketing 
campaign trained vulnerable young people to reach their peers and helped shift the 
parameters for local drugs awareness work.

– 2 million protest against Iraq War in London 
– Iraq invaded
– Record heatwave kills tens of thousands in Europe
– Anglican church approves first gay bishop
– 60 million hectares planted with GM crops worldwide
– Earned media becomes more credible than advertising
– Welcome: Apple’s iPod, MySpace

Forster Response
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2004

–  The conflict resolution and restorative justice  
charity is conceived and launched by Forster

Forster Highlight

Our World

Embrace the Revolution: Forster shaped 
and delivered Embrace the Revolution, a 

groundbreaking campaign for British Wind Energy Association, 
the trade and professional body for the UK wind industry (now 
RenewableUK), which gave a voice to the majority of the British 
public, who were in favour of wind power.

Forster Response

- Sweatshop conditions in Gap factories exposed
- Terrorism Bill amended
- Age Discrimination Act published
- Asian tsunami – quarter of million people died
- First recorded hurricane in South Atlantic
- Train bombings in Madrid kill 200
- The Forgiveness Project launches
- Welcome: Facebook (founded), Flickr, Web 2.0

ww w.embracewind.com
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2005

– 26 employeesForster Highlight

Our World

Worcestershire County Council: Communications 
strategy and brand development for Worcester as one  

of the newly created Sustainable Travel Demonstration towns, helped to 
reduce car trips per person by 12%, increased the use of public transport  
by 22%, cycling by 22% and walking by 17% in targeted areas of the city. 

BAPRAS: Start of our 10-year relationship with the British Association of 
Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons, establishing them as the 
authoritative voice of plastic surgery in the UK, while increasing understanding 
of the scope of plastic surgery in its reconstructive as well as its aesthetic role.

Forster Response

– Trust shifts from ‘authorities’ to ‘peers’
– 7/7 – 52 die in London bombings
– Pubs open 24 hours
– Hurricane Katrina floods New Orleans
– Gay weddings in UK become legal
– UK Government amends terrorism bill
– Welcome: YouTube, Angela Merkel as German Chancellor
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2006

– 35 employeesForster Highlight

Our World

WaterAid: Forster worked to redefine and reposition 
their brand, focusing on access to safe water as an 
essential step in overcoming poverty.

ActionAid: Our global HungerFREE campaign aimed to help ActionAid change 
the way hunger is understood – from a force of nature to a political choice.

Forster Response

– ‘A person like me’ emerges as credible spokesperson
– Google buys YouTube for $1.65bn
– England’s warmest year on record
– Carbon neutral is Oxford American English Dictionary’s ‘word of the year’
– West African black rhino declared extinct
– Crude oil production reaching peak
– Welcome: Facebook (public launch), Twitter
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2007

– 43 employees
–  Forster orchestrates ‘I Am An Activist’, tribute to Anita Roddick.  

38 Degrees follows 18 months later

Forster Highlight

Our World

KPMG: Started to transform KPMG’s employee volunteering 
programme to become a world-leading model. In 2015 23%  
of employees carried out skilled volunteering.

Marine Stewardship Council: Started working with MSC. 8 years on, consumers in 97  
countries can now choose from more than 17,200 products bearing the MSC ecolabel.

Promoting healthier lives: Reduced rates of smoking amongst Bangladeshi men in Tower 
Hamlets – 36% complete a smoking cessation program. Supported young mothers in the  
Isle of Wight, North East Essex and Merseyside to stop smoking and encourage breastfeeding. 
Promoted Health Checks to all people aged 40-70 in Portsmouth as a way of taking control of 
their own health. Helped 10,000 men in Southwark and Lambeth have blood pressure checks. 

Time to Change: Having created their brand, we went on to develop a three year campaign  
to tackle mental health stigma amongst young people.

– Nymex computer virus 
– Carbon label carried on Walkers Crisps
– Floods cause chaos across Britain
– Climate change bill aims for 60% cut in CO2 by 2050
– Care for the Elderly bill ensures greater support
– Anita Roddick dies
– Welcome: Apple’s iPhone, Tumblr, Kindle, Google Street View

Forster Response
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2008

Our World – Lehman Bros files for bankruptcy and 2008-9 Financial crisis commences in earnest
– UK switch-off of all analogue terrestrial TV broadcasts begins
– Oil prices reach record high
– Scientists extract images directly from the brain

Forster Response Fairtrade Foundation: After three years, our work with 
the Fairtrade Foundation and Fairtrade Fortnight started 

to pay off, helping increase UK sales of Fairtrade products by 72% in 2007 
and to increase consumer recognition of FAIRTRADE Mark in UK from 57%  
in 2007 to 70% in 2008. 

Vodafone & Nokia: Started working with both Vodafone and Nokia to 
address the way mobile phones are used as a vehicle for playground bullying.
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2009

– Forster wins Sunday Times Best Green Company AwardForster Highlight

Our World

National Trust: We created Food Glorious Food –  
the public behaviour change campaign encouraging 

home food growing. 

Amnesty International: Our Demand Dignity campaign launched  
globally, enabling campaigners across the world to help communities  
make the connection between poverty and the abuse of human rights.

Electrical Safety First: Started running high profile national campaigns  
to reduce the number of people harmed as a result of electricity and fire.  
Our work was directly responsible for manufacturers making their beauty 
products safer.

Forster Response

– UK’s last piano manufacturer, Kemble and Co., closes
– Major breakthrough in cancer research
– Africa’s population reaches 1 billion
– Scientists engineer new plastic without use of fossil fuels
– 3D scanning enters consumer market
– Welcome: 38 Degrees, Obama is 44th US President, WhatsApp
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2010

– We gain ISO14001 accreditationForster Highlight

Our World

Age UK: Our Spread the Warmth campaign for newly  
merged Age Concern and Help the Aged charity raised more 

than £800,000 in their first year and was instrumental in securing an additional £20 
million of Government investment in keeping older people warm. Won PR Week’s  
Best Integrated Campaign and model is now used for all Age UK’s campaigns.

Business in the Community: Started to help transform business attitudes towards 
mental health in the workplace through BITC’s Wellbeing At Work programme.  
In collaboration with Mind, the Work Foundation, CIPD and a range of major 
businesses, more than half a million employees have been positively impacted.

Forster Response

– Ideological crusade against ‘the Big State’ kicks-off – hello ‘Big Society’…
– Trust is now an essential line in business
– Recession
– Swine flu
– Haiti earthquake
– Speech-to-speech translation is common in mobile phones
– Welcome: iPad, Cameron who leads new Coalition government
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2011

Our World – Tsunami and earthquakes in Japan
– Riots throughout the UK
– Amy Winehouse dies
– Hackgate and closure of News Of The World
–  Welcome: World’s first synthetic organ transplant, the 7bnth member  

of our global population

Forster Response Children’s Society: Our Make Runaways Safe campaign 
highlighted that services supporting young runaways  

were at risk, gaining the full support of the government and Children’s Minister.

Barnardo’s: Our Cut Them Free campaign launched to increase understanding on 
child sexual exploitation. It resulted in the establishment of the first government 
lead on child sexual exploitation and a national plan of action to tackle the issue.

World Animal Protection: Our Collars not Cruelty campaign launched in 13 
countries. Four years later an additional 1 million vaccinations have been given  
to dogs around the world.

UN: Our Stop The Violence campaign for WAGGGS, the world’s largest voluntary 
movement for girls and young women was supported by the UN. Now in 50 
countries, enabling girls to unite against violence.
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2012

Our World – Occupy London evicted from St Paul’s Cathedral
– The Shard, the tallest building in Europe, is opened and stands at 309.6 metres
– London 2012 Olympics
– Julian Assange, Wikileaks founder, granted political asylum by Ecuador
– Hurricane Sandy: New York
– Welcome: Windows 8, SnapChat, Tinder

Forster Response

Streetlink: We devised and 
launched Streetlink. In its  
first year 50,000 homeless 
people were connected to 
local support and services, 
thanks to public referrals.

Forster also worked with:
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2013

– Management Buy-Out. Employees own ForsterForster Highlight

Our World

Forster Response

– Scientists Confirm Higgs Boson
– Bangladesh factory building collapses, killing hundreds 
– Bradley Manning convicted of leaking classified documents to Wikileaks
– Same-Sex Marriage legalised in England and Wales 
– Syrian Refugees hit 2m
– China overtakes USA in scientific research
–  15.2 million days of sickness absence caused by stress, anxiety or depression – a dramatic increase 

from 11.8 million days in 2010

Department for Transport: Our campaign refocused the drink drive discussion in a way that resonated 
with previously hard to reach drivers. Our £50k pint idea was based on the calculation that £50k would be 
the total cost of a drink driving conviction. It was commended by every police force involved with the work.

Danone, British Heart Foundation, Jamie Oliver Foundation: Over 60% people in the UK were now overweight 
or obese with the numbers rising dramatically.  We helped promote healthy eating in  primary schools for Danone’s 
Eat Like a Champ programme, worked with the British Heart Foundation in Newham to improve family attitudes to 
healthy eating and supported the work of the Jamie Oliver Foundation to enable people to make better food choices.  

Friends Life: Our campaign reached over 12 million people and showed the benefits of taking positive approaches to tackle 
mental health in the workplace.

Cyclescheme: We promoted Cycle to Work Day, doubling the number of people who pledged to cycle to work over the previous year.

Positive Ageing Company: Worked with investors and leadership team during the crucial early stages of the business, 
helped secure first major bluechip contracts. In 2016 the Company was acquired by Mercer, with ambitious plans for 
international expansion. 
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2014

Our World – Business is now leading the debate for change!
– Mass kidnapping in Nigeria. Boko Haram takes responsibility for kidnapping 280 girls
– ISIS declares an Islamic Caliphate
– Ebola strikes West Africa
– Scottish referendum – NO vote wins
– Free School Meals policy introduced
– NATO ends combat operations in Afghanistan
– Global average internet connection is broadband
– Welcome: Smart watches, Modern Slavery Act

Forster Response

CHC Helicopters: Get  
Home Safely, our health  
and safety programme for 
CHC Helicopters’ employees, 
helped reduce workplace 
injuries by 7% in the first  
two years. 

Forster also worked with:
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2015

– Certified as a B CorpForster Highlight

Our World – SDGs – leaders of 193 nations sign off 17 high level, universal, objectives
– COP21 climate agreement – the world strikes a deal on climate change
– ISIS terrorists strike in 3 continents
– Charlie Hebdo terrorist attack in Paris
– Cuba and U.S. agree to open embassies
– Grandparental leave introduced into UK
– First female bishop ordained
– Refugee crisis escalates
– Trucks with emergency braking mandatory in Europe
– Electronic car ownership reaches 1 million worldwide
– Welcome: Windows 10 (Microsoft)

Forster Response Over two decades, Forster has been at the forefront of mental  
health communications, working on programmes including the 
Government’s Mind Out for Mental Health campaign and with 

organisations including Time to Change, Mind, Anna Freud National Centre for Children and  
Families, Young Minds, the Department of Health and MQ. We are a signatory of the Time to  
Change Employer Pledge and in 2015 we were named PR Week’s Best Place to Work.

National Charity Partnership: We developed the Let’s Do This campaign with Tesco,  
Diabetes UK and British Heart Foundation – helping women and their families to try  
new and simple ways to get their bodies moving and to eat more healthily.

DP World: Our communications strategy for this global ports and logistics  
business underscores their commitment to sustainability and it is now  
embraced by their workforce of 36,000 in 77 locations across 6 continents. 

Forster also worked with:

New brand developed by 
Forster is launched
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2016

Our World – EU referendum. Brexit is Brexit!
– MP Jo Cox murdered 
– Chilcott report 
– Microchipping of all dogs in England
– Welcome: Sadiq Khan becomes  London’s Mayor, National Living Wage

Forster Response Centre for Ageing Better launched.

Alzheimer’s Society: Our Dementia Awareness Week 2016 campaign 
encouraged over 1 million people to request information and encouraged  
22,000 to become Dementia Friends.

Astellas: As a result of the partnership we created between the Fistula 
Foundation and Astellas, six Kenyan surgeons have been trained, doubling  
the treatment capacity in the country. Six treatment centres have been 
created providing transformative treatment for 1,240 women so far. 

NCS: Our work has contributed to over 200,000 young people taking part in 
the programme since 2011, making it the fastest growing youth organisation 
in the UK for a century.

Fitzroy was nominated for an award this year for our work done in 2015.

Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families: Launched  
children’s mental health index to provide insight on children’s mental  
health services, leading the way for future service reform.



20 progressive provocations
What could you could be doing differently? Here’s a few things to consider:

20 progressive  
provocations

Think before rushing into quick 
short-term actions – every action 

should consider the 
long term impact. 

Is a crisis of trust really a crisis 
of leadership?

What role can your organisation 
play in restoring much needed 

trust in institutions?

Let’s talk about how to embrace 
difference, rather than focus on 

what divides us.
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20 progressive  
provocations

If you felt you could motivate 
positive change beyond the 

footprint of your operation, what 
would you do?

TUNA:  a great acronym coined 
by Oxford’s Said Business School 

to describe the world in which 
we now operate: turbulent, 

uncertain, novel, ambiguous…

Let’s build on the real and positive 
progress made through SDGs, 

COP21, policy change and activity 
on human rights, the environment, 

wellbeing, transparency 
and accountability. 

Are you using the United Nations 
framework for Sustainable 

Development Goals to help steer 
your journey?  

The UK is one of the leaders 
in responsible business. This 

mustn’t change. How are you 
contributing?

What would happen if you 
evaluated your progress and 
performance against social 

purpose, then shared it with key 
stakeholders?
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20 progressive  
provocations

Are you bringing what matters to 
society into your core business 

decision-making? 

What are you doing to make 
things better?

Could you operate a working 
culture that proactively engages 
your staff, suppliers, customers, 

and stakeholders in your 
social purpose?

How about articulating your aim 
and approach to creating social 

value and monetary profit as 
equal and parallel goals?

What would happen if we got 
away from the blame  

game society?

The time has come to watch our 
words and take greater care with 
the language we use to talk about 

older people.
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If you’re born poor, you’ll die on average nine years 
earlier than others. If you’re black, you’re treated 

more harshly by the criminal justice system than if 
you’re white; if you’re a woman, you earn less than 
a man; if you suffer from mental health problems, 

there’s too often not enough help to hand; if you’re 
young, you’ll find it harder than ever before to own 
your own house… what keeps you awake at night?

Now is the time for people from 
all communities to stand tall 

against racism: from snide remarks 
to violent street attacks. Erase the 
divisions and find ways to paint a 

picture of interconnectedness.

Let’s grow a movement that not 
just accepts but celebrates and 

makes the most of aging.

Should shareholder votes on 
corporate pay be binding, not 

just advisory?

We work with organisations to build, retain and boost brand and reputation.  
Talk to us about building a sustainable strategy and communicating it effectively today:

info@forster.co.uk

20 progressive  
provocations
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Peter Gilheany
PR Director

There is much discussion at the moment of the relative merits of mission-led businesses.  
So it’s easy to forget what were the original mission-led organisations – charities.  
Mission-led means being responsive to need and there is a lot of need out there today. 

But public trust and confidence in charities has been eaten away over the last few years, 
making it difficult for charities to perform as effectively as they should. Research by the 
Charity Commission in June 2016 signaled that trust and confidence in charities had fallen 
to the lowest recorded level since monitoring began in 2005.  In the last year, this trend has 
accelerated, with trust in charities falling from 6.7 out of 10 in 2014 to just 5.7 this year.

So why has this happened? The Charity Commission report gives some reasons. Critical media 
coverage of charity practices, distrust about how charities spend donations, perceptions of 
aggressive fundraising tactics and a lack of knowledge among the public about where their 
donations go, have all contributed. 

There is also a gap between public perceptions of how charities should and do operate and  
the reality in the sector, exacerbated by fundraising campaigns that obscure the machinery  
of the charity as it goes about delivering against its mission.

Charities need public trust and confidence to be restored in order to operate effectively  
and be able to speak out for the causes they support and tackle.  A cowed voluntary sector  
is bad for society as a whole. Leadership is crucial to rebuilding that trust, but a different  
type of leadership from the old top down, paternalistic, “we know best” approach.

Positive action: charities

Peter Gilheany, PR Director

  Talk to Peter about strong leadership and systemic change in the charity sector:
         peter@forster.co.uk

Positive action: 
charities
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Amanda Powell-Smith
Chief Executive

Forster has spent two decades working with organisations to create positive change that’s 
good for business and society. We believe in the power of progressive, responsible business  
and the need for those in leadership to continually adapt and progress as society evolves. 

The organisations that thrive on change  are those who are clear about their core purpose  
and their values. Those who use these as the building blocks for strategy will find it easier  
to make tough decisions about what is responsible business behaviour and make this work  
for them to create financially sustainable products and services that create lasting impact. 

There has never been a more important time to focus on the role of business in society  
and to rebuild trust in the for-profit sector at local, national and international level.  
Businesses do not want to be social pariahs, but given the current low levels of confidence 
from individuals and broader society, they need to prove they can be and are part of the 
solution, not just the problem. 

Last year, we published our Business to Society Report which highlighted consumers’ 
increasing expectations for businesses to get involved in societal issues. While business  
leaders agreed they should be helping people back into employment, they disagreed they 
should be involved with broader social issues such as reducing obesity, improving mental 
health or tackling homelessness. Indeed, only 45% of business leaders said they should be  
part of the solution to tackling social inequality. 

We are working with those progressive businesses in the 45% who DO want to be part of 
the solution and recognise the opportunity for themselves and society. From multinationals 
to start-ups, we are helping those businesses turn aspiration into strategy, policy ideas into 
practice and individual principals into cross-organisational engagement.

Positive action: business

Amanda Powell-Smith, CEO

  Talk to Amanda today about your responsible business strategy:
         amanda@forster.co.uk
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George Ames
Head of Activation

It’s no accident that over the past decade Forster has focused on work that helps reframe  
how people view old age.

Ours is an ageing society. We are home to more than 23.2 million people aged 50 and over, and 
by 2021 more than one fifth of the population will be over 65, making this the fastest-growing 
age group in the UK. People over 50 own three-quarters of all financial assets and account for 
half of all discretionary spending in the UK. They also represent considerable human capital.

But despite this, the needle is only just beginning to shift on the opportunity an ageing 
population presents businesses. The way in which most organisations currently market,  
engage and support older adults is fiercely underdeveloped. 

The financial sector leapt first, promoting products, services and insurance to maintain  
lifestyle and provide peace of mind. In amongst this, there are refreshing ideas, such  
as recognition of the need for holiday insurance whatever your age or requirements,  
alongside more expected promotions, such as care annuities and end of life planning.

The stereotypes are increasingly being challenged and the marketing is getting slicker. However, 
there are still far too many depictions of older age through soft-focus sunset  
images and autumn leaves tumbling to signify a wholesale change taking place. 

The age agenda represents a significant business opportunity but it’s bigger than that. It has  
deep rooted social and cultural challenges which need to be addressed. There is a chance to 
innovate, reform and embrace the challenges that come with an ageing population. So ask 
yourselves: what does the age-shift mean for you, your staff, your services, your communications, 
your future? What strategic value does your organisation place on the rapidly growing older adult 
market? What role does your organisation want to play in driving social change in this area?

Positive action: the age asset

George Ames, Head of Activation

  Talk to George today about the age-shift opportunity for your organisation:
         george@forster.co.uk
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The Independent Audit: 
The B Corp assessment

Forster Communications is a founding member of the community of UK B Corps which officially  
launched in London in September 2015.

B Corps (‘Benefit Corporations’) are for-profit businesses of all sizes, independently certified to meet rigorous  
standards of social and environmental performance, accountability and transparency. However, this isn’t simply  
another sustainability accreditation.

Together, B Corps constitute a global movement inspired by an alternative vision for the role of mainstream  
business in society. They back this up by adopting legally-binding governing documents under which they  
formally commit to balancing the interests of shareholders with having a material positive impact on society  
and the environment as a whole.
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B Corp certification process

Due diligence under the B Corp certification process is overseen by a US non-profit backed by the Rockefeller  
Foundation, the Skoll Foundation, the Prudential Foundation, Deloitte LLP and the US Agency for International  
Development. The process, which takes up to two months to complete, has two core components: 

1. The Performance Test

The B Corp impact assessment is a quality system for the social and environmental performance of a business.  
It measures ‘the other two bottom lines’, and is structured to mirror the legal test (see below), with five sections: 
governance, workers, communities, environment and your impact business model. 

To certify as a B Corp, a company must achieve a minimum score of 80 out of a possible 200. The very detailed  
assessment is completed online and followed by a thorough Assessment Review.  Applicants have to submit full 
documentation to substantiate their assessment responses before a final score is awarded.

Forster Communications scored 131 out of 200, compared with a median score of 97 and is independently ranked  
in the top 10% of all B Corps of our size worldwide. Of the 500 honoured on the B Corp ‘Best In The World’ list,  
15 are UK businesses.

2. The Legal Test

Companies and other business forms wishing to become a B Corp in the UK need to have or adopt governing  
documents which include a commitment both to a ‘triple bottom line’ approach to business and to dealing  
even-handedly with their various stakeholder interest groups. In practice, for us, this has meant securing the  
necessary Board and Shareholder approvals for having a new Objects clause written into our Articles of Association.

Recertification is required every two years, next due for Forster Communications in July 2017. The B Impact 
Assessment itself is also updated every two years, so recertification gives companies the opportunity to set 
improvement goals against the most-up-to-date standard and benchmark their performance over time.
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View the full Forster Communications B Impact Report: 
www.bcorporation.uk/community/forster-communications/impact-report/2015-08-27-000000 

Overall Score:

Key:

Forster’s score
Median Score

131

55

 We’ve always believed in walking 
our talk here at Forster   

 and the following B Impact results 
show that we do it well.

We currently sit 58% above the 
median score of all businesses that have 
completed the B Impact Assessment 

and we plan to continue to add 
momentum to the UK social economy. 

We are also the only PR agency in the UK to 

be awarded ‘Best for the World’ in 
both the ‘Overall’ and ‘Workers’ categories, 
after an independent assessment by B Lab, 
the non-profit organisation that helps use 
business as a force for good.
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Environment:

Overall score

Land, office, 
plant

Energy, water, 
minerals

Emissions, 
water, waste

15

7

9

3

4

1

2

1

Workers:

Overall score

Compensation, 
benefits & 
training

Worker 
ownership

Work 
environment

35

18

22

12

6

1

7

3

Key:

Forster’s score
Median Score

We have been evaluated on our environmental performance 
through our facilities, materials, resource and energy use, and 
emissions. We have also been measured against whether our 
service offerings solve environmental issues.

Here we have been evaluated on how our company treats 
its workforce through compensation, benefits, training and 
ownership opportunities. We have also been measured on 
our overall work environment.Welcome
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Community:

Overall score

Community 
practices

Suppliers & 
distributors

Local

Diversity

Job creation

Civic 
engagement 
& giving

34
17

34
15

7

2

12

5

4

2

4

2

7

3

Governance:

Overall score

Accountability

Transparency

22

6

15

3

7

3

Key:
Forster’s score
Median Score

This section of the survey assessed the impact we have on our 
communities which includes supplier relations, diversity and 
involvement in the local community. It also measured our practices 
and policies around community service and charitable giving.

This section evaluated on our accountability and transparency 
focusing on our mission, stakeholder engagement and practices 
and policies.
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2015-16 Highlights
Over the next few pages you can find out what we’ve achieved in the past year as a company and our targets for the up-coming year under 
the following categories:

OUR TEAM

OUR ENVIRONMENT

OUR WORK

OUR COMMUNITY
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ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITYOUR WORKOUR TEAM

INTRO OUR ACHIEVEMENTS OUR TARGETS

Over 20 years, Forster has employed hundreds of people. Today, we’re a 30-strong 

company of change-makers, united by our values and focused on using our talents 

in communications to accelerate social change. We are proud to be wholly owned 

by our employees and enjoy collaborating with the best partners and suppliers 

to give our clients creative and effective solutions. These mutually beneficial 

partnerships continue to help reinforce our change agenda.

2015-16 Highlights
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ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITYOUR WORKOUR TEAM

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO

say that our Wellness in the Workplace programme has kick-started a sustainable 

positive change in their lifestyle.

for self-development per person each year has been reached on learning and 
development. 

of all staff now have a direct shareholding in the company and will receive a 10% 

dividend for the third year in a row. This transformation into a 100% employee-

owned company has significantly increased staff’s involvement in the day-to-day 

affairs of the business and given them a direct stake in our future. 

Two thirds
of staff

Our target of
30 hours

Almost
40%

OUR TARGETS

2015-16 Highlights
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ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITYOUR WORKOUR TEAM

OUR TARGETS

During 2016/17 we will:

Strengthen our wellbeing programme to better equip staff to manage stress and build leadership confidence in handling 
sensitive issues. We’ll be incorporating learnings from the mental health toolkit Forster developed on behalf of Business in the 
Community and Public Health England. 

4

3

2

1

5

6

7

8

Maintain an annual target of 30 hours learning and development per employee, tailored to needs identified in our May 2016 
Comprehensive Skills Review.

Ensure 50% of all staff have direct ownership in the company by year-end, earning a minimum 10% annual return on their 
investment. 

Undertake an initiative to help address the skills gap and the high numbers of young people not in employment, education or 
training.

To proactively encourage older adults to apply for our internships and explore a more advanced intern or fellowship 
programme for mid-late career professionals.

Maintain our Living Wage accreditation and encourage supplier best practice, targeting 60% of suppliers who commit to pay 
the Living Wage by March 2017.

Enhance our screening process by reviewing significant suppliers to establish the extent to which our procurement is 
supporting human rights, minority groups, at risk community groups and underemployed populations including young people, 
ex-offenders and the homeless.

Review opportunities for working wherever possible with fellow B Corps, while encouraging existing suppliers to join the B Corp 
movement and collaborate through the exchange of best business practice.

INTRO OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

2015-16 Highlights
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OUR WORKOUR TEAM ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITY

INTRO OUR ACHIEVEMENTS OUR TARGETS

We see our clients as collaborators in negotiating the challenges we face as a society. We 

know we’ve made a difference with clients on issues from body image and attitudes to 

retirement to getting people on their bikes and opening minds to better mental health.  

2015-16 Highlights
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OUR WORKOUR TEAM ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITY

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO

Over the last year we built the communications function for 

the Centre for Ageing Better, a new organisation helping 

ensure more people live a good later life. Together we worked 

to establish them as a positive voice for change. 

We created the company-wide sustainability programme Our 

World, Our Future for the global ports and logistics business 

DP World and rolled it out to the international workforce of 

36,000 employees in 77 locations across six continents.

We developed the Let’s Do This campaign for the national 

charity partnership between Tesco, Diabetes UK and British 

Heart Foundation, aiming to help women and their families 

become healthier by trying new and simple ways to get their 

bodies moving and to eat more healthily.

Our campaign for Alzheimer’s Society has encouraged nearly 

a million people to get in contact with them for help, support 

and information about dementia and over 22,775 people 

became Dementia Friends during Dementia Awareness 

Week 2016. 

OUR TARGETS

2015-16 Highlights
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OUR WORKOUR TEAM ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITY

OUR TARGETS

During 2016/17 we will:

Work with businesses and not-for-profit organisations to turn vision into reality, creating 
meaningful value for them, their stakeholders and wider society.

4

3

2

1

Use our PR skills and 20 years of specialist issues experience to connect organisations with 
people and communities to achieve lasting social impact. Our services will encompass 
communications strategy, reputation management, flagship CSR programmes, building 
movements, mounting campaigns and handling media relations.

Leverage our role as a founding UK B Corp to collaborate with other progressive businesses 
to ensure we are an ongoing force for change, having a material positive impact on society in 
everything we do.

Increase the amount of work we do that contributes to underserved populations and 
vulnerable people.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO

2015-16 Highlights
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ENVIRONMENTOUR WORKOUR TEAM COMMUNITY

INTRO OUR ACHIEVEMENTS OUR TARGETS

Environmental improvement depends on continuity. We’re still using our 2009 Sunday 

Times Green tAward to make environmental improvements right across the board. In 

2010, we became the first company in our sector to reach the ISO14001 environmental 

management standard. We’re now using the current Sustainable Development Goals 

as an organising framework to steer progressive action.

2015-16 Highlights
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ENVIRONMENTOUR WORKOUR TEAM COMMUNITY

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO

we successfully recertified after we maintained systems to the level of 

ISO 14001 Environmental Management Standard.

commuter journeys were made by bicycle, up from 16% in 2014. 

is the amount that we reduced water consumption per capita from 6.8m3 – 

beating our target of 6m3 – and we continued to send 0% waste to landfill.

In February 
2016

21%
of staff

5.6m3 

OUR TARGETS

2015-16 Highlights
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ENVIRONMENTOUR WORKOUR TEAM COMMUNITY

OUR TARGETS

During 2016/17 we will:

Use the SDG matrix to carry out risk and opportunity assessments to determine the 
environmental goals we can meaningfully address, both on our own and collectively 
with other partners.

3

2

1

Increase commuter journeys by bicycle and walking to 25% of staff.

Reduce paper consumption by 5% from 2015/16 levels.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO

2015-16 Highlights
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COMMUNITYOUR TEAM OUR WORK ENVIRONMENT

INTRO OUR ACHIEVEMENTS OUR TARGETS

We take a wide view on our community involvement: from volunteering to pro bono 

work; from company giving to providing meeting space and local sourcing. As a small 

business, Forster has long played a vital role in supporting communities in our local 

area, Southwark. But community also means a community of like-minded people, 

even if they’re spread out across the country and beyond.
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COMMUNITYOUR TEAM OUR WORK ENVIRONMENT

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO

were engaged in volunteering activities, contributing 468 hours or the 

equivalent of £120k in volunteer hours.

We volunteered with organisations ranging from Surrey Domestic Abuse Helpline to 

Avenue of Art, Rural Refugee Network and South London and Maudsley NHS Trust.

With Forster’s encouragement our local Business Improvement District, Better Bankside, 

has formally committed to encourage other local businesses to follow our lead and join 

the B-Corps movement. 

43%
of staff

OUR TARGETS
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COMMUNITYOUR TEAM OUR WORK ENVIRONMENT

OUR TARGETS

During 2016/17 we will:

Inspire a majority of employees to use their 20 hours volunteering time entitlement to make 
a tangible and direct difference to underserved populations and vulnerable people 
in their communities and to share their stories internally and externally.

3

2

1

Engage directly with an existing community outreach project in Southwark aimed at 
protecting and improving lives in one of our areas of specialism including health, age, social 
justice and the natural environment.

Continue to share our assets for the benefit of our community.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTSINTRO
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We are the UK’s leading social change PR agency, working with 
businesses and not-for-profits to accelerate social change. 

To find out more about what we do or how we can work 
together, get in touch.

(Please find our contact details on the next page).
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49 Southwark Street, London, SE1 1RU

020 7403 2230

forster.co.uk

September 2016

www.linkedin.com/company/forster

www.twitter.com/Forster_Comms
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